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Materials & equipment 

 Gloves 

 Scoops/trowels 

 Plastic re-useable cloths for 

tables 

 Old wellies 

 Gravel or stones 

 Peat free compost (from garden 

centre) 

 Strawberry plants (standard or 

alpine) 

 

 

Strawberries are really easy to grow in all sorts of 

containers – pots; hanging baskets and even old wellies! 

Ask families and colleagues if they have any old wellies 

you can use. There are lots of different varieties of 

strawberry to try. They provide opportunities for 

reminiscence and linking with cooking and the 

countryside. They are easy to grow with minimum care. 

‘How to’ instructions 

This activity has been adapted from a Food for Life Early 

Years Activity sheet which can be downloaded from our 

website here. 

Garden Organic also have useful growing cards which can 

be downloaded here, laminated and used to start your own resource collection. 

 

Preparation 

1. Shop for, prepare and divide up materials and strawberry plants to make the activity suitable for 

all.  

2. Prepare the activity area and put cloths on the tables  

a. make sure there’s plenty of space for everyone to sit at the table, in chairs or wheelchairs, 

and the surface is at the right height. 

b. keep a dust pan handy to clean up any spilt 

compost 

c. set out equipment and materials according to group 

size and who can do what. 

d. prepare for hand washing/cleansing with a 

wipe/using gloves as suited to the participants 

e. gather other resources, such as tools from the past, 

recipe books and pictures of strawberry food related 

products, to encourage reminiscence and wider 

conversation  

 

 
 
 

https://www.foodforlife.org.uk/~/media/files/resources/ey%20awards/food%20education/ey31growingactivity3.pdf
https://www.gardenorganic.org.uk/sites/www.gardenorganic.org.uk/files/resources/public/74-Strawberry.pdf
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Session plan 

1. Make everyone comfortable at the table, wearing gloves and plasters if any cuts. 

2. Introduce the activity – clearly explaining what is being planted, talk about strawberries and 

link to relevant cooking and farming activities you’ve done together.  

3. Select your welly and put a few stones or some gravel in the foot of the welly for drainage 

and also as a way of adding weight to stop the welly falling over. For extra drainage put a 

few holes in the bottom of the wellies. You can also cut extra slits into the sides of each welly 

to fit more plants in. 

4. Fill the welly with some potting compost, to just below your first slit or the top if you haven’t 

added slits. Add in a strawberry plant, add some more compost to the next slit, add another 

strawberry plant and so on to about 3cm below the top of the welly. Lastly add your last 

plant. 

5. Sprinkle some gravel on top of 

the compost. This stops it drying 

out too much if hot and prevents 

the compost splashing up when 

watered. 

6. Wait and watch the plants grow. 

7. As an alternative to wellies you 

can use bright coloured plastic 

colanders as hanging baskets. 

8. Clear the tables and put 

everything away. Put the 

strawberry wellies outside – 

Check them daily with the residents for watering and growth. 
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Opportunities for all 
  

 

For residents who can 
participate well 

Lots of hands-on opportunities 

for those who can get involved 

– possibly pair them up with a 

less able resident or ask them 

to help distributing equipment 

and materials; decant add 

gravel and compost into smaller 

manageable 

quantities/containers. Be aware 

of bending/dizziness and 

lifting/balance/cutting slits. Help 

others with planting and filling. 

 

For residents with some 
limits to participation 

Offer more step-by-step support 

- ‘raise’ the ground by using 

tables to put the 

containers/bags on. Have chairs 

or perching stools for the 

residents to use if they need to. 

Use plastic potting trays with 

sides to empty the compost into 

prior to planting the wellies so it 

is easier to scoop. 

 

For residents with severe 
limits to participation 

Have pictures of the activity and 

make sure verbal instructions 

are clear. As above but use 

hands to scoop compost if it is 

difficult to hold a scoop. Smelling 

strawberries and holding plants, 

pressing the compost down. 

 

 

Triggering memories 

 Look at photos of strawberry growing – old and new ways  

 

 Did anyone grow strawberries at home or as a child? 

 

 Talk about how you like to eat strawberries – with cream; whole; jam; jelly; ice-cream; trifle; 

Knickerbocker glory etc. 

 

 Did anyone used to pick wild strawberries from the hedgerow? They have a beautiful perfume 

flavour all of their own 

 

 How strawberries smell, what do they evoke? 

 

 How supermarket strawberries differ from home grown  

 

 Did anyone have strawberries during the war? 
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Other ideas for extending opportunities 

 Have a strawberry tea 

 

 Have a strawberry tasting using different varieties 

 

 Work with your cook to devise new potato combinations; try tastings of different varieties 

 

 Experiment with strawberry recipes/smoothies/ice-cream/jam 

 

 Visit a pick your own farm 

 

 After you have harvested your strawberries they will produce new plants on runners. You can 

pot these up and sell them at events or give them to family or local schools.  

 

 Link your strawberry welly growing with farm visit and cooking activities. 


